Two Injured During Separate Assaults

Police Hold Two Men on Charges of Physically Assisting Themselves in an Argument and Backing Point by Challenging Their Opponents Over the Head.

A flare of tempers bloomed into two charges of assault when Ichabod Jones and John Smith were arrested for fighting over an argument in their opinions in separate arguments. Both of the men were on the receiving end of the club's heads and other parts of the body to which they were injured. The case was turned over to the police, expected by the victim, pointed as it was by an minor as a cause of the whole affair. The victim, who, as it developed, had a strong aversion to people along their pet in the druggist.

Seuffert Band To Play for Miss Rheingold Six Candidates Will Appear on Celebration Program for Funder

A program of musical talent was presented to its young ladies in the Greek Fraternal Order of Funder, having as its purpose the selection of the six candidates for the 86th Miss Rheingold Pageant, to be held in September. The presentation of the candidates will be made by the Greek Fraternal Order of Funder.

The Six Candidates Will Be Selected by a Panel of Judges

The six candidates will be selected by a panel of judges, who will be announced at a later date. The panel of judges will consist of the following members: Miss Rheingold, Miss America, Miss America's Attendant, Miss America's Attendant's Attendant, Miss America's Attendant's Attendant's Attendant, and Miss America's Attendant's Attendant's Attendant's Attendant. The panel of judges will meet at a later date to select the six candidates.

Former Mayor Arthur Delbart Buried

Resident of Woodhaven Among Several Buried Today

Arthur Delbart, former mayor of Woodhaven, was buried today at St. Patrick's Cemetery in the Bronx. He was 65 years old.

Television Review: The Eyes Have It

Anyone who wears glasses in the daytime is not impressed by the advancements in modern eyewear, but the view from the other side is not quite the same. Aesthetically speaking, the frames of today's eyeglasses are much more stylish than those of yesteryear. They are also more comfortable and better fitted to individual faces. The new designs have a sleeker look that enhances the wearer's appearance. The frames come in a variety of shapes, colors, and materials to suit any taste. Some even have interchangeable lenses. It's not just about function anymore; it's about style as well.

Lefferts Inn, a well-known restaurant in Brooklyn, hosted a special diner on Wednesday night. The atmosphere was cozy and inviting, with soft lighting and elegant decor. The menu featured a selection of classic American dishes, as well as some local specialty items. The desserts were particularly impressive, with a range of options to satisfy any sweet tooth. Overall, it was a wonderful evening filled with great food and good company.
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